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SOCIAL MEDIA/
CUSTOMER CARE

AN ICON CASE STUDY

SECTOR
SaaS

THE CLIENT
ICON’s client is a SaaS provider of an online web-builder platform for both the B2B
and B2C markets. They offer customers a multi-channel route to support, with ICON
agents responsible for customer care across Facebook and Twitter.

CHALLENGE
ICON was engaged to provide customer
support and community management for the
client’s UK, French, and Italian social media
audiences across Facebook and Twitter.

PROCESS

ICON implemented a proprietary tool to
track incoming messages from customers
and potential customers on social media.
Agents also monitored and engaged all
brand mentions, comments, and reviews.

To align with social media users
expectation of speed in response times, a
KPI of <20 minutes was established for
replies to all comments and incoming
messages.

Follow up customer care conversations
were held via direct message private and
tracked via a ticketing system integrated
with the social platforms.

Agents were trained on pre-approved
responses to common issues, questions,
and complaints. If a pre-approved
response was not available, the reply was
escalated to a senior agent. All responses
were housed in a knowledgebase for
reference.

Friendly and professional public replies
were preferred initially for comments on
content for transparency and to act as
positive PR for the brand.

Once tickets were closed with a
satisfactory result, customers were
requested to leave positive feedback on
Google Reviews and Trustpilot to further
the brand’s reputation.

ICON monitored trends and patterns in the
customer issues raised on social media
and proactively fed this back for product
and process improvements. This
knowledge was also leveraged by the
brand’s content team to create content
that explained speciﬁc product features,
beneﬁts, and use cases to reduce future
customer service trafﬁc.

RESULTS

15’ 41"

50%

Average response time

Reduction in FTE support costs

ICON agents became the primary brand evangelists
for the client and were able to interact with
consistency thanks to the bespoke knowledgebase.

TESTIMONIAL

“

ICON picked up the ball and ran with it!
They created processes and implemented
them consistently for the beneﬁt of our
customer base across three very different
markets. They managed to reduce costs
while driving signiﬁcant gains in brand
sentiment and reputation online.

”
Client Customer Care Manager

